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Abstract: In our Indian society, the women are always considered on secondary level in every 

aspect. She is restricted for domestic works only. Due to social taboos she has been suffered 

from subjection, suppression and marginalization and male dominance. Coming out of 

traditional mind set, when she flew away as spouses or for other purposes in different cultural 

and foreign land she wanted new existence and identity. The struggle between self and society 

often resulted in self discovery. For this fighting they needed social and financial emancipation 

and emotional support. In this process they somewhat divorce from their own families and 

wanted to comfort with new culture so they developed relations with natives for cultural 

assimilation. This paper is looking for the cultural conflict and disappointments faced for self 

identity. 
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Introduction : 

After the colonization and decolonization the people from India were migrated to the foreign 

counters for various and purposes purses, they are treated as colonizers, This migration creates 

numbers  problems to the immigrants, first is the  identity  second is to match with different 

culture observance of under estimation from native of the particular  countries. The mentality of 

the migrants is becomes wild to search their own identity and for that they diverts from their own 

culture/country and thing which are deeply rooted in their heart and mind.  

About Diaspora writer : 

The emergence of Indian diasporas Literature is the become plate form for the Indian diasporas 

writers, life, Salman Rushdie, , Arvind Adiga Jumpha Lahiri  and Bharti Murkharjee etc. There 

writings displayed snuggle for cultural identity and alienation. Sometimes they experienced the 
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breakups and steps of divorce from their partners. Here the protagonist was successful in the 

professional life, and fails to maintain social impression and image on the other land as well as 

their own land.  

Bharati Mukharjee belongs to the Indian Diasporas writers and expressed the feeling of 

suffocation of the immigrants on the foreign land. Simultaneously she gave the glance of Indian 

traditions and customs which almost imbibed in immigrants. In this novel the desirable daughters 

Tara, Padma and Parvati are the three sisters born and brought up in Bengali Bramin community 

and wealthy elite family of Bharda and traditional caring mother. After completing her 

education, Tara started her martial life with Bishpriya Charttergee a high class and rich young 

guy of India working as an technical engineer in California.. Though Tara rejected the Indian 

structure of running protocols and norms which are followed from generation to generation 

regarding women she accepted the man of her father’s choice and got married to man selected by 

the parents. Here Bharati Mukharjee explored one of the most important and ongoing tradition of 

arranged marriage selected by elders of family. 

Cultural dissension and social boundaries : 

Here Tara is belongs to Indian traditions and customs but after marriage she was ready to move 

away in America with Bishpriya. On the other hand she is following the age old tradition of 

never calling her husband with single name, when they settled in America she calls him Bish. He 

is good Nature and protective husband   but he never allowed Tara to do job or offer professional 

career. Tata wants to create her own identity with the career in foreign country. After a decade 

she fees isolated with son Rabi she was marginalized up to family   As Bish was busy with his 

public functions. So she was disappointed with her life of alienation. She Wanted to occupy 

individual with are her husband’s given identity. Though she is surviving in American society 

but she has deep sense her own Indian Identity and she enjoyed the American life and culture but 

she maintain her Indianness . 

Apart from her husband’s given identity, after marriage and spending lot of years, she awakes 

with thought that she would strongly willing for an independent existence as she feels suffocated 

from his male oriented routine life hence she decided to live separately with her son Rabi. She 

stayed at Cole Valley in San Francisco. Here she desires to gain new Identity rather than 

immigrant wife. In her life journey she met Andy, Hungrian Buddhist Contractor and Yoga 

teacher, they matched with each other and she began to live with him in live in relationship. In 
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America she touched the modernity and her dream of Individuality comes in reality now she is 

free from the shackles of searching for Identity and she was enjoying Individuality. Her 

Separation step from Bish’s family was successful attempt to produce her own existence on new 

land. Bharati Murkharjee traced the change in values from traditional to modern. It is the 

common and natural observance about Indian immigrants that the changes in attitude are 

occurred and unknowingly or indirectly accepted. Whether it may be for creation of new identity 

or to remain with homeland identity in desirable daughter Tara is struggling for her own 

Individuality and new identity as well as provides equal weight age to her Indian Identity. In this 

Novel the author Bharati Mukharjee displayed the cultural protest from self discarding cultural 

values and ethics which are inculcated from her motherland. For the acquisition of new identity, 

culture they brought the changes in their lives also. The protagonist of Mukharjee belongs to 

their own culture but when they arrived on new land they becomes ambitious for the new 

approach of established culture and appreciates the self centered and professional lives. 

Conclusion: 

In Indian scenario the woman has not social and special space rather she is treated as inferior. In 

the novels of Bharati Mukharjee’s some characters/ protagonists change citizenships and they 

wonted reborn with new existence. After migration when Indian women observe and mix with 

foreign culture, they feel as immigrants or not from same social setup. So the feeling of 

marginalization occurred.  The protagonist put in dilemma of cultural conflict and they deserved 

to set with new identity. Hence Diaspora writers’ protagonist rejected the fixed identities and 

adopts struggle for the recreation of identity. Some women protagonists re-root her with new 

culture and identity and image operated them. So Bharati Mukharjee   rightly pointed out the 

struggle for the space of women protagonists and she also tried to provide the professional 

thinking of women so that they can develop their own identity without their partners in the new 

land.      
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